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Abstract- Germination is a key event in plant life cycle and imbibition temperature is an important factor for the major reorganization pro-
cesses in the germinating seeds. Sub-physiological temperature at this stage affects virtually all aspects of cellular function including protein 
folding, kinetic parameters of membrane fluidity, protein assembly, and general metabolic processes. In this article we will review the re-
search which has been carried out to decipher the basic mechanisms of low temperature (LT) stress with special emphasis on germination. 
With the better understanding of LT tolerance in some plant species we will also discuss how these attributes can be transferred in the im-
portant food crops to attain better germination stamina at sub-physiological temperatures. At germination stage, the cellular machinery in the 
embryo is not at its proper place and is going through reorganisation and any environmental severity has devastating effects on the fragile 
plant. But LT resistant species have evolved the ability to acclimatise, with the remodelling of cell and tissue structures and the reprogram-
ming of metabolism and gene expression. Metabolic networks are redirected towards the synthesis of cryoprotectant molecules, which in 
association with other proteins bring about physical and biochemical restructuring of cell membranes through changes in the l ipid composi-
tion and induction of other non-enzymatic proteins that alter the freezing point of water. Genetic engineering of crops for enhanced seed 
germination performance will certainly help to achieve optimum agricultural yields..  
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Germination physiology in low temperature  
All environmental stresses disrupt the normal functioning of a 
living system. To re-establish metabolic homeostasis, living sys-
tems require an adjustment of metabolic pathways in a process 
usually referred to as acclimation. For temperate plants, low tem-
perature (LT) is a major non-living element of the environmental 
that affects water and nutrient uptake, membrane fluidity and 
protein and nucleic acid conformation, drastically influencing cellu-
lar metabolism directly by reducing the rates of biochemical reac-
tions [1], accompanied by changes in the transcriptome, proteome 
and metabolome [2]. Chilling temperatures (0 to 15°C) frequently 
occur in nature and affect many species of plants, especially 
those of tropical origin (such as rice, corn, tomato and soybean), 

by causing wilting, chlorosis, or necrosis, thus restricting their 
growth and development. Metabolic rates are lowered which cre-
ate energy imbalance.  
Freezing (0°C and below) temperatures cause membrane injury 
[3], decrease the respiration rate and ATP content [4], resulting in 
poor germination, reduced seedling emergence, decreased seed-
ling vigour, and ultimately severe loss in yield of the food crops of 
tropical and subtropical origins [5-9]. Embryos, excised from seed 
coats of soybeans, leak profusely during the first minutes of imbi-
bition. In the embryos imbibed at 10°C or lower, disproportionately 
more solutes leak out per unit of water imbibed. Short periods of 
imbibition at or below 12 °C to 14°C reduce embryo germination 
and axis elongation. Injury results from imbibition at 2°C for as 
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little as 5 minutes [10]. A significant alteration in organelle ultra-
structure was observed in the soybean axes which were imbibed 
at 10 °C and 4°C, with the loss of cristae in mitochondria, an irreg-
ular cytoplasmic layer and an undeveloped endoplasmic reticulum 
structure [11].  
Chilling injury (CI) is defined as the damage incurred by living cells 
during exposure to sub-physiological temperatures. Particularly 
membranes lose their selective permeability and many cellular 
components are released including lipids, proteins and ions. Low 
temperature severely affects the agricultural yields of temperate 
crops and limits their geographical distribution. In this article we 
will take an overview of the research which has been carried out to 
decipher the basic mechanisms of low temperature stress with 
special emphasis on the most important part of plant life cycle, the 
germination. We will also discuss how the information gathered 
from immense scientific efforts can be used to engineer important 
food crops with better germination at sub-physiological tempera-
tures. 
 
Low temperature effects seed germination 
Traditional concept of germination is defined as the embryonic 
axis protrudes. Mature seed of a flowering plant contains an em-
bryo; a non-growing plant axis, which resumes its growth when 
placed in physiologically favourable conditions for plant seed ger-
mination [12]. Germination incorporates those events that com-
mence with imbibition by the quiescent dry seed and terminate 
with the elongation of the embryonic axis [13]. Timing of germina-
tion is determined by the temperature and water potential thresh-
olds for radical emergence [14, 15]. Water uptake acts as a switch 
for setting up discrete mechanisms for seed germination. Essential 
metabolic activities are resumed and hydrated enzymes are acti-
vated to produce energy for the subsequent growth processes [16, 
17]. After sensing a number of environmental signals, seeds tend 
to germinate when conditions are favourable for seedling estab-
lishment and completion of the life cycle, to ensure subsequent 
growth and development of the plant.  
For germinating seeds, low temperature interferes with the ability 
of the embryo to be transformed from a quiescent body into a 
metabolically active organ [10], resulting in failure of germination 
and poor growth vigour. Chilling-resistant cultivars can stand the 
low temperature imbibition and germinate well, whereas the seed 
germination process is severely affected in chilling sensitive phe-
notypes [18-22]. Cheng et al. [23] observed that the soybean 
seeds imbibed at 22°C germinated within 24 h, whereas seeds 
imbibed at 4°C did not germinate within 24 h. When transferred to 
22°C, germination was observed in about 20% of the seeds. Even 
5 min of imbibition at 2°C reduced both germination and subse-
quent elongation of axes [24]. Exploring the potentials of chilling 
resistant cultivars with further elaboration of imbibitional process 
has great prospects in plant breeding, in the future. 
Imbibition is defined as the period from the beginning of water 
uptake by the dry seeds to the emergence of the radicle.The imbi-
bition of water, at normal physiological temperatures, converts the 
seed from a quiescent body with very low respiratory rate into a 
dynamic organism, active in respiration, biosynthesis, and capable 
of growth [25]. The classical triphasic time course of seed imbibi-
tion reflects the initial rapid absorption of water by the dry seed 
(Phase I), followed by a period of variable length where seed wa-

ter content is relatively constant (Phase II), and a resumption of 
water uptake associated with expansion and growth of the embryo 
(Phase III) [26].  
The restoration of the cell membrane, and DNA and protein syn-
thesis using existing mRNAs occurs in the phase I, while mito-
chondrial synthesis and protein synthesis using newly synthesized 
mRNAs commence in phase II [13]. Within 20 min of imbibition at 
25°C, an extensive reorganization of membrane structures occurs 
in the outer layers of cells in soybean seeds [10]. 
Cheng et al. (2010) studied the changes in water absorption by 
changes in soybean seed weight during imbibition at 4°C and 22°
C for 24 h. It was observed that the seeds imbibed at 22°C could 
absorb more water than those at 4°C during the same period. 
During phase I, seeds absorbed water rapidly, which slowed down 
in phase II, but it increased again in phase III. However, for the 
seeds imbibed at 4°C, the time would be delayed because of the 
temperature influence. Interestingly, the transcriptional level of four 
up-regulated genes was lower at 6 h and 12 h than that at 1 h and 
24 h [23].  
 
Membrane damage at chilling temperatures 
Imbibition temperature is a key factor for the membrane reorgani-
zation processes; when normal lamellar phospholipid structure of 
plasma membrane is being restored, the ER is reforming, and 
mitochondria are returning to a hydrated configuration [27-30]. 
Leakage of solutes at this stage is in fact a manifestation of mem-
brane reorganization in the outer layers of cells, and temperatures 
below 20°C cause increasing damage to the reorganizing mem-
branes, which approach the degree of solute leakiness of the dead 
tissues at 1°C, which is 10-fold higher than the living tissues [10, 
17, 29, 31-33]. Extensive internal disruption may occur, if mem-
brane restoration is impaired [10].  
A greater leakage of solutes during imbibition may both deplete 
the tissues of soluble food reserves, and stimulate growth of path-
ogenic microorganisms [34]. Altered leakage patterns were ob-
served in soybean embryos with 30% moisture content, imbibed at 
temperatures from 6 to 25°C and then germinated on moist filter 
paper at 28°C for 3 days. Germination was reduced by imbibition 
at 12°C or less, with the greatest reduction at 6°C. It was ascer-
tained that leakage was correlated with the chilling injury and rati-
os of leakage to water uptake show that at lower temperatures, 
disproportionately greater amounts of solutes were lost per unit of 
water uptake [24].  
Chilling resistant species have higher proportion of unsaturated 
fatty acids and correspondingly a lower transition temperature 
[35]; a temperature at which a phase change occurs, altering the 
functions of both the membranes and their associated enzyme 
systems [28, 36]. It has been observed that emergence of cotton 
seeds from a cold soil was positively correlated with the unsaturat-
ed/saturated fatty acid ratio of total and membrane lipids [37, 38]. 
Changes in lipid metabolism, such as induction of desaturases 
enhance the stability of cell membranes by increasing the desatu-
ration of fatty acids in membrane lipids [39-42]. It has been ob-
served that mitochondrial ROS accumulation during chilling imbibi-
tion was increased, which may also contribute to plasma mem-
brane damage [11]. GST24 was up-regulated in soybean seeds 
imbibed at 4°C [23], which helps to protect plasma membranes 
from chilling damage by detoxification of xenobiotics and toxic 
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endogenous products [43]. MDH was also up-regulated, which is 
one of the more active enzymes in peroxisomes, mitochondria, 
chloroplast, glyoxysomes, and cytoplasm [23].  
  
Stress omics 
Recent advances in genomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, 
bioinformatics, and user friendly analytical tools have been funda-
mental in the current understanding of regulatory networks that 
control abiotic stress responses. Genomic approaches have con-
tributed in identifying whole pathways involved in abiotic stress 
response and their relationships to the whole metabolic network 
[44]. Gene expression profiling has allowed the identification of 
hundreds of genes induced when plants are exposed to stress, 
giving a more comprehensive picture of changes occurring in the 
transcriptome across different conditions [45-48].  
Some of the transcript profiling technologies such as cDNA-AFLP, 
SAGE, MPSS, and quantitative real time PCR (qRT-PCR) allow us 
to perform an assessment of high-throughput expression of thou-
sands of genes in control and stress-treated tissues at various 
developmental stages [44, 46, 49-52]. Functional genomics helps 
to identify gene, gene function, and to understand the relationship 
between phenotype and genotype via integrated functional ge-
nomic approach [53, 54]. Organ specific and stress-responsive 
expression of the introduced genes is not possible without tissue 
specific promoters. In this regard, genomic tools identified a set of 
stress-inducible genes, and their cis-acting elements in the pro-
moters can now be isolated and thoroughly tested for specificity 
[44, 55].  
Comparative genomics helps to transfer knowledge obtained from 
model species to applications in agriculture [56, 57]. Generation of 
expressed sequence tags (ESTs) from cDNA libraries prepared 
from abiotic stress-treated seedlings of various crops, provide a 
valuable resource to discover stress related genes [44, 46, 58, 
59]. Changes in plant proteome brought about by the stress are 
manifested as the up- or down-regulation of proteins, or in their 
post-translational modification [60, 61]. High throughput proteomic 
techniques help to capture the various states of dynamic proteo-
me in a cell comprehensively, and make it possible to sample and 
analyse the proteome in different conditions and at several time 
points following perturbation to provide new insights into the 
chilling stress responses.  
Metabolomics is the analysis of the complete pool of small metab-
olites in a cell at any given time [62, 63]. In germinating seeds, low 
temperature dramatically affects essential metabolic activities and 
activation of hydrated enzymes to produce energy for the subse-
quent growth processes [16, 17]. Plants need to modulate and 
establish a new homeostasis of all primary metabolisms, such as 
metabolisms of carbon, nitrogen, sulphur and all other metabolic 
fluxes particularly those connected with the generation and con-
sumption of reducing equivalents and ATP [64, 65]. Comprehen-
sive profiling of stress-associated metabolites and metabolic engi-
neering is an effective strategy for enhancing low temperature 
tolerance [66, 67]. 
Although the molecular mechanism for germinating seeds to adapt 
to hostile conditions is unclear, plants respond to environmental 
stresses through physiological and biochemical processes, altera-
tion of ultrastructure, and molecular and cellular signal transduc-
tion processes [68-70]. The first step in plant responses to the 

modification of their environment depends on their ability to detect 
the stimulus, leading to the transduction of a signal in the plant cell 
that ultimately leads to the activation of the appropriate genetic 
programs [71]. Signalling pathways constitute networks that are 
interconnected at many levels [71]. Along with other potential sen-
sors, plasma membrane has been considered as a site for the 
perception of temperature change [72-75] and cells can sense 
cold stress through low temperature-induced changes in mem-
brane fluidity, and activate signal transduction pathways, leading 
to changes in expression of many gene networks. This signalling 
may induce the secretion of hormones which amplify the initial 
signal and initiate a second round of signalling. In this way, plant 
responds to stresses as individual cells and synergistically as a 
whole organism [35].  
According to the functions of their products, genes induced by 
stress could be categorized into two groups. Genes in the first 
group have rapid and transient expression and encode functional 
proteins such as membrane proteins; key enzymes for osmolyte 
biosynthesis; the detoxification enzymes; and other proteins for 
the protection of macromolecules. The second group comprises 
regulatory proteins, i.e. transcription factors (bZIP, MYC, MYB and 
DREB, etc.), protein kinases and proteinases, involved in the reg-
ulation of signal transduction and gene expression [35, 46, 50, 76-
83]. Some of the important transcription regulons control the ex-
pression of tens of genes in response to low temperature stress. 
Thomashow's group identified 514 CBF2 target cold-responsive 
genes [51]. Maruyama et al. [49] performed transcriptome analysis 
in transgenic plants overexpressing DREB1a/CBF3 conferring 
strong tolerance to freezing stress and identified 38 up-regulated 
genes, known to participate in freezing tolerance.  
 
Energy metabolism in germinating seeds 
Respiratory activity in seeds becomes apparent after about 10 
minutes of imbibition [17] and mitochondrial oxidative phosphory-
lation is the main pathway, which provides energy to the seed axis 
during imbibition [11]. Understanding working of mitochondria at 
low temperatures can certainly help to engineer crops with better 
power houses - mitochondria - to cope with sub-physiological 
temperatures. Mitochondria are functionally "immature" in the 
seeds before germination and develop to fully functional organs 
during imbibition [84-89]. Yin et al. [11] found that after imbibition 
at 22°C for 24 h soybean axes’ cells have all the cell organelles in 
fully functional form, whereas in the axes imbibed at 10 and 4°C it 
was difficult to find endoplasmic reticulum, the intercellular space 
was looser and the cytoplasmic layer was irregular (also see Fig. 
1)  
 
Kinetics of most metabolic reactions are highly temperature de-
pendent [90]. The seeds imbibed at 22°C well establish an intact 
electron transport chain and respiration as compared with the 
seeds imbibed at 10 and 4°C [11]. Chilling stress could change 
the oxygen consumption in mitochondria, produce reactive oxygen 
species (ROS), and disturb the efficiency and the pathways of 
electron transport chains and decrease the production of ATP. 
Additionally, mitochondrial biogenesis is also inhibited during 
chilling treatment [11]. In proteomic analysis of germinating soy-
bean seeds under chilling temperatures of 4°C Cheng et al. found 
that the level of transcript encoding alpha-subunit of ATP synthase 
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was up-regulated. It catalyses the terminal step in oxidative respi-
ration, generating ATP from the electrochemical gradient for cellu-
lar biosynthesis. To fulfil the energy requirements, two essential 
enzymes of glycolysis and TCA cycle, triose phosphate isomerase 
(TPI) and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPC), were also 
up-regulated in soybean germinating seeds, when exposed to low 
temperatures of 4°C [23]. 
Cold stress affects virtually all aspects of cellular function and it is 
therefore perhaps not surprising that plant cold acclimation re-
sponses are highly integrated into cellular function at all levels [1]. 
Here we will have an overview of some the important genes which 
are induced in plants, specifically to cope with the low temperature 
stress. Genetic modulation of these genes in agricultural crop 
species in germination stage, can give them better fitness in low 
temperature conditions.  
Some HSPs increase in abundance following exposure to low 
temperature, and have a strong cryoprotective effect, participating 
in membrane protection [91, 92]. PR proteins β-1,3-glucanases, 
chitinases and thaumatin-like proteins have antifreeze activity in 
the apoplastic space, which inhibit the recrystallization of intercel-
lular ice, and prevent the formation of intracellular ice [91, 93, 94]. 
It has been observed that several dehydrin proteins accumulate in 
response to LT stress [23, 91, 95-97], which protect the proteins 
from denaturation when the cytoplasm becomes dehydrated.  
Increased late embriogenesis abundant (LEA) protein level in 
soybean early germinating seedlings, reduce the electrolyte leak-
age after desiccation and subsequent rehydration (in case of imbi-
bition) [21]. LEA protein was up-regulated in germinating soybean 
seeds under low temperature conditions [23]. Level of expression 
of two water stress related proteins, ADH and RAB21 was also up
-regulated. ADH1 plays an important role in low-oxygen tolerance 
[98, 99]. So it can be said that the seeds imbibed at low tempera-
ture, not only suffer from low temperature injury but also low oxy-
gen stress.  
 
Engineering germination fitness for suboptimal temperature 
Where the severity of the stress is more progressive, tolerant 
plants have evolved the ability to acclimatise, with the remodelling 
of cell and tissue structures and the reprogramming of metabolism 
and gene expression [100-102]. Metabolism is redirected towards 
synthesis of cryoprotectant molecules such as soluble sugars, 
sugar alcohols and low-molecular weight nitrogenous compounds 
[74, 103-107], which in conjunction with other proteins bring about 
physical and biochemical restructuring of cell membranes through 
changes in the lipid composition and induction of other non-
enzymatic proteins that alter the freezing point of water.  
Being soluble in water and non-toxic at high concentrations, su-
crose and other simple carbohydrates contribute in cold acclima-
tion by stabilizing the membrane and protecting it against freeze-
damage, by decreasing the freezing point of water to a more neg-
ative value [35, 105, 108, 109]. Sucrose and other oligosaccha-
rides have been shown to be effective cryoprotectants [108, 110, 
111]. Some plants respond to cold stress by the synthesis of anti-
freeze proteins that inhibit the activity of ice nucleators [112, 113]. 
De novo protein synthesis is necessary for cold response and the 
integrity of the translation machinery is an important factor of cold 
acclimation [1]. Chilling injury can also be greatly reduced if seeds 
have high moisture content before imbibition at low temperature 

[10].  
Understanding gene expression associated with germination will 
provide avenues for genetic engineering of crop plants for en-
hanced seed germination performance. Regulons at the transcrip-
tion level and transcription factors represent some of the best 
targets for engineering plants to achieve enhanced cold tolerance 
[114]. DRE/DREB regulon can be used to improve the tolerance of 
various kinds of agriculturally important crop plants to low temper-
ature as well as other stresses by gene transfer [82].  
Constitutive overexpression of the Arabidopsis CBF genes in 
canola results in increased freezing tolerance [64]. Induction of 
the COR genes was accomplished by over-expression of CBF, 
which resulted in increased freezing as well as drought tolerance 
[115, 116]. Ectopic expression of CBF proteins in plants enhances 
freezing tolerance and leads to constitutive expression of COR 
genes in non-acclimated, transgenic Arabidopsis plants [40, 117]. 
Overexpression of the CBF3 also increased the tolerance to 
drought, high-salinity, and freezing stresses [40, 115, 118]. Over-
expression of CBF3 conferred strong tolerance to freezing stress 
[49], and 38 genes known to enhance low temperature tolerance 
were up-regulated [119].  
Metabolic engineering is also an effective strategy for enhancing 
chilling tolerance [66, 69]. Some of the stress-inducible genes that 
encode proteins, such as key enzymes for osmolyte biosynthesis, 
LEA proteins, and detoxification enzymes have been overex-
pressed in transgenic plants and produce stress-tolerant pheno-
types in the transgenic plants [120].  
 
Outlook 
Germination is a key event, where the plant in the form of a deli-
cate embryo leaves all of its protective coverings and steps in to a 
new world to go for another plant life cycle. Engineering embryo to 
stand against all the environmental odds, especially low soil tem-
peratures can make a real difference in agricultural yields. Low 
temperature resistance is multi-genic and plant breeders face a 
daunting task in trying to transfer low temperature resistance to 
low temperature-sensitive plants. Understanding of the key mech-
anisms controlling germination, by using comprehensive quantita-
tive and qualitative approaches, analyses of gene expression 
products at the transcriptome, proteome and metabolome levels, 
are likely to pave the way for studies of regulatory networks un-
derlying the functioning of germinating seeds in given physiologi-
cal situations.  
Genetically engineered low temperature stress adaptations would 
certainly help to achieve optimum yields and development of sus-
tainable agriculture. Genes involved in signalling and regulatory 
pathways should be given top priority in plant engineering strate-
gies for low temperature stress. Transcription regulons are one of 
the best targets to achieve enhanced low temperature tolerance. 
For minimum disturbance in the natural machinery, more research 
needs to be focused on appropriate low temperature stress induci-
ble tissue specific promoters and transcription factors to control 
the timing as well as intensity of expression of low temperature 
stress genes in the desired tissue as well as cellular location. 
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